Adaptive Neural Network-Based Finite-Time Online Optimal Tracking Control of the Nonlinear System With Dead Zone.
Considering the uncertain nonstrict nonlinear system with dead-zone input, an adaptive neural network (NN)-based finite-time online optimal tracking control algorithm is proposed. By using the tracking errors and the Lipschitz linearized desired tracking function as the new state vector, an extended system is present. Then, a novel Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) function is defined to associate with the nonquadratic performance function. Further, the upper limit of integration is selected as the finite-time convergence time, in which the dead-zone input is considered. In addition, the Bellman error function can be obtained from the Hamiltonian function. Then, the adaptations of the critic and action NN are updated by using the gradient descent method on the Bellman error function. The semiglobal practical finite-time stability (SGPFS) is guaranteed, and the tracking errors convergence to a compact set by zero in a finite time.